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"once again" get various elements in a multidimensional array? I have a multi-dimensional

array $members with the following contents: Array ( [0] => Array ( [0] => John [1] => Smith
) [1] => Array ( [0] => Joe [1] => Dunn ) [2] => Array ( [0] => Jane [1] => Doe ) ) I'm trying

to find a way to extract individual elements from the "arrays" contained within $members,
and it's seems like a foreach loop is the best way, but I don't know how to "once again" loop
through the array so I can continue to get the values out of it. My end result is to get the first

name and last name for each member in $members. A: foreach($members as $member){
echo $member['0']; echo $member['1']; } or you can use a loop to get them from different
indices foreach($members as $i => $member){ echo $member['0']; echo $member['1']; }

Also you should get the array values like this $members = array('0' => 'John','1' =>
'Smith','2' => 'Jane','3' => 'Doe'); and use it like this $member = $members[$i]; echo

$member['0']; echo $member['1']; MPAO-labeled noradrenergic axons c6a93da74d
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